
COVID-19 TESTING ON VIRGIN GORDA: MARINE GUESTS
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BVIHSA has agreed that approved yachts may make landfall at Virgin Gorda Yacht 
Harbour (VGYH) for COVID-19 testing noting that:
1. No sites other than the Yacht’s Charter base and VGYH have been approved for 

day 4 testing of visitors on yachts. Nanny Cay is no longer approved other than 
for vessels based in Nanny Cay.

2. Yachts / guests seeking to be tested on VG must apply and be approved with at 
least 24hrs notice.  This includes a confirmed reservation with VGYH)

3. Yachts / guests can apply for approval at [email]
4. Yachts / guests can contact VGYH for a reservation by email, telephone or on VHF 

Ch.16.  Guests should note that there will be a nominal charge for being 
alongside.

5. The VGYH dockmaster on duty is the private-sector authority on this property. 
Discrepancies will be settled by this person.

6. Yachts can be alongside from 0800 on the day of their test (screening).  They 
cannot overnight at VGYH.

7. Yachts may only use approved slips (A for Catamarans / B for Monohulls) noting 
that VGYH staff will:
a.  Secure the slip to preserve guests’ COVID-19 bubbles;
b. Escort  guests to their Government Approved Transport (C)

6. Guests and crew must stay onboard until called forward for their transport 
7. VGYH staff will record yacht’s, guests’ and crew’s names
8. Guests and crew may only use Government Approved / Provided Transport from 

the designated pick up / drop off point (C)
9. Yachts must depart as soon as their guests / crew return from being tested 

(screened). There may be other yachts waiting. There will be no excuse for delay.
10. Guests, crew, VGYH staff and drivers must wear masks / observe social distancing 

guidance at all times. 
* This document is further informed by extant public COVID-19 Protocols and the 
EHD protocols for vessels
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VGYH (Reservations): Marina@vgyh.vg


